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Lesson 06 - Kingdom Time
1

Power Point
Gods love grows in us until it fills our lives.

3

Year A – 3 Quarter

2

4
Can't find an
answer? Check
your Guide or
quarterly!
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FTWTF means:
Find The Word That Fits
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Power Text
“Being confident of this, that he
who began a good work in you
will carry it on to completion until
the day of Christ Jesus”
Philippians 1:6, NIV

Down
Across
3. "I don't know," the friend replied, 1. The boy stopped again. "And the farmer has to put the
seed into the ground. So the ____ of the new kingdom
rubbing his ____. "I guess I
might already be here." he said slowly.
thought it would be a different kind
2. "Does that mean we don't have to ____?" quipped his
of kingdom. The kind that
friend. "From what I understand, God does it for us," said
6. "But what happens when that
the mother. "From beginning to end."
seed is planted in the ground?
4. [Wednesday's lesson] Read Matthew 13:33. What do the
First the young shoots poke up
yeast, flour, & woman represent in this verse? Ask an
out of the ground. As the stalk
adult to get you some yeast. ____, taste, & touch it.
grows taller & the branches begin
to reach out, leaves & ____ form 5. "I agree. It's just a plant." Mustard plants were common.
They grew over six feet tall. Birds flocked to the plants.
on the plant. Eventually the
They ate the tiny seeds & rested on the shady ____. In
mustard plant is the tallest plant in
the early spring the friends liked to eat the curly green
the garden."
shoots of the plant.
9. FTWTF - Power Text
11. [Thursday's lesson] Write a ____ 7. FTWTF - Title
8. "When she makes bread she adds only a small amount of
of your own about God's work in
yeast in comparison to the flour. But the yeast works
you.
throughout the ____. It doesn't just stay in one little
13. "I figured I'd come & see who my
corner. As the yeast spreads through the ____, the bread
____ keep talking about," replied
begins to rise."
the first boy. Scanning the crowd,
10. FTWTF - Power Point
he found his parents & waved.
12. "God's kingdom is also like the yeast a woman puts in her
Finding a less-crowded spot
above the crowd, they sprawled in
____," Jesus continued. The friends rolled their eyes at
each other.
the grass.
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